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Summary: The article deals with the problems of morphology. Morphological facts of everyday life are studied from the point of view of its use in a human speech. The conclusion is made that morphology is connected not only with scientific approaches to the language, but with every day use of it.
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Morphology in modern linguistics is the study of the forms of words, and the ways in which words are related to other words of the same language. Formal differences among words serve a variety of purposes, from the creation of new lexical items to the indication of grammatical structure [6, p. 4].

Morphology stands at the interface between the lexicon, phonology and syntax, and many of the most significant questions concern the way that morphological representations interact with representations at other linguistic levels. At the same time, important questions have been raised about the nature of morphological units and morphological processes.

Generative grammar seeks to provide an explicit, formal theory of language structure. Originally this meant constructing sets of rules, which are ultimately formalizable as mathematical expressions, but which in practice are usually stated in a relatively informal notation.

In linguistics morphology refers to the mental system involved in word formation or to the branch of linguistics that deals with words, their internal structure, and how they are formed [5, p. 6]. The subject of morphology is the study of changes in the rules of words, in other words, it is ways of the formation of different forms of the same word [2, p. 14-15].

The objective of the morphology is the study of the basic concepts of grammar, word distribution of the parts of speech, and the semantic-grammatical classes, the consideration of grammatical categories and the shaping of individual parts of speech, it is also the study of the main grammatical forms in the context [1, p. 5].

The word «morphology» has two different meanings in linguistics: in the first case under the morphology scientists understand some branches of linguistics, and in the second case – some aspects of the language system. When we say, for example, about the features of the Korean verb, we refer to a specific set of rules of the Korean language or of the Korean grammar. But when we use such wording as «the concept was transferred...
to the morphology of phonetics», we mean, of course, morphology «as a science» that means a set of information about all private morphologies of the world.

In morphology two distinct areas are sometimes distinguished: morphemics describing the morphological means of natural language, and especially the organization of the outside word forms, and grammar describing morphological values, internal side of word forms. The close association of concepts makes the existence of the morphology dependent on the existence of words in a particular language. Meanwhile, this concept is one of the most controversial in linguistics and, most likely, not universal.

A word is an object that exists apart from all languages, and therefore it does not exist in all languages and morphology as a separate section of the grammar. In languages that have no written language, the morphology can not be separated from the syntax: it does not remain an independent object. A word is a syntactically independent set of morphemes forming tightly bound structure.

A word can be combination of words that can not be used in an isolated position. In addition, the elements within a word are connected with each other much more rigid and stronger bonds than the elements of the proposal. These «verbal» languages include, for example, the classic Indo-European languages (Latin, Greek, Lithuanian, Russian). The words may not syntactically behave in the same way as words in this languages [3, p. 13-15]. It is only theoretical knowledge and material that refers to the morphology. As for its reflection in people's lives, it is better to study it directly – in action.

Consider now the following phrases, taken from a Toni Braxton song: *Unbreak My Heart, Uncry These Tears*. We have never seen anyone unbreak something, and you certainly can’t uncry tears, but every English speaker can understand these words. We all know what it means to unbreak somebody’s heart or to wish that one’s heart were unbroken. If we asked somebody, “unbreak my heart,” we would be asking them to reverse the process of having our heart broken. We can visualize “uncry these tears,” too – we just think of a film running backwards. We can understand these words because we know the meaning of the prefix *un-* , which basically reverses or undoes an action.

The fact that these particular actions, breaking a heart and crying tears, cannot be reversed only adds poignancy to the song. All human beings have this capacity for generating and understanding novel words. Sometimes someone will create an entirely new word, as J. R. R. Tolkien [7]. Did when he coined the now-familiar term *hobbit* (which, despite its popularity, is still not listed in the 2000 edition of the American Heritage Dictionary).

But more often than not, we build new words from pre-existing pieces, as with unbreak and uncry. We could easily go on to create more words on this pattern. Novel words are all around us. Jerry Seinfeld has talked about the shushers, the shushees, and the unshushables in a movie theater. Morley Safer was dubbed quirkologist – expert on quirky people – on a special episode of 60 Minutes. For those who hate buffets, the TV character Frasier Crane came up with the term smorgsaphobia. Finally, the longest novel morphologically complex word we have been able to find on our own in the daily press is deinstitutionalization, from the New York Times. [4, p. 4-5].

These are everyday morphological facts, the kind you run across every day as a literate speaker of English. What these words – *unbreak, uncry, hobbit, quirkologist, smorgsaphobia, and deinstitutionalization* – have in common is their newness. When we see or hear them, they leap out at us, for the simple reason that we have probably never seen or heard them before. It is interesting that novel words do this for us, but novel sentences do not. When we hear a new sentence, we generally do not realize that this is the first time that we heard it.

Thus, it is reasonable to study morphology in everyday use, that is in action. Moreover, it is necessary to consider two sides: both theoretical aspects and its application. Morphology differs from syntax in this way, because morphology is considered as a dynamic process of forming and creating new words and using the same words in a new meaning of the same objects in everyday life.
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